H O W -T O F O R W I N D S C R E E N I N S TA L L AT I O N

Installing Your Windscreen
1.	9' windscreens are hung from the top
of the chain-link fence. The usual fence
height is 10', which allows for 1 foot of
air space at the bottom. 6' windscreens,
if used, are placed in the center of the
chain-link fence or 2' from the top.

5.

	 prevent damage, when high winds are
To
expected, cut away the regular Ty-Rap®
that you have used for the sides, center
tape and either the top or the bottom of
the windscreen. Then roll the windscreen
up or down to where the snap hooks or
heavy-duty Ty-Rap® are attached and tie it
up using 14"-long Ty-Rap® to help prevent
wind damage.

6.

	 climates that get freezing temperatures,
In
high winds and snow, we recommend
that windscreens be taken down for the
winter months and rehung in the spring.
If windscreens are left on the fences during
the winter in these areas, they must be at
least rolled up or down and secured.

2.	Hang the windscreens so that the seams
and hems are toward the fence, leaving
the smooth side facing the court.
3.

ALL GROMMETS MUST BE USED to
secure the windscreens to the fence.
• F irst, fasten one vertical edge at the
desired height to the fence using regular
(50-lb breaking strength) Ty-Rap®.
• N
 ext, fasten the top of the windscreen
to the fence, keeping the top straight
by following the chain-link pattern.
Use either regular Ty-Rap® or, if the
windscreen will be rolled to the top
during high winds, snap hooks or heavyduty 120-lb breaking strength Ty-Rap®.*
• N
 ext, fasten the remaining sides of
windscreen to the fence with regular
Ty-Rap®.
• F inally, fasten the bottom with regular
Ty-Rap® or, if the windscreen will be
rolled to the bottom during high winds,
with snap hooks or heavy-duty 120-lb
breaking strength Ty-Rap®.

4.	When anti-billowing center tape is
used, fasten it after top and bottom are
attached using regular, 50-lb breaking
strength Ty-Rap® through each grommet.

If windscreens are not rolled or removed,
all warranties are null and void. There is
also a strong chance that the winter winds
will cause your cyclone fencing to bend.

*W
 e recommend using heavy-duty Ty-Rap® or snap hooks to secure either the top or the bottom of the windscreen so that it can be
rolled up or down toward this secured end during high winds. We also suggest using our 14"-long Ty-Rap® when securing the rolled-up
windscreen to the fence.

